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The Regulatory Setting: Land,
Ethics, Economics, and
Participants

A. THE VITALITY OF CONTEMPORARY LAND USE
REGULATION

~<

•.;.

Land use regulation is probably the area of law that most affects the quality onile
in the United States. The design ofcommunities and their development are complex
subjects that are fraught with the vicissitudes of politics and factionalism. At various
times, developel1i are pitted against curren t residents, environmentalists againsl ad\'{~

cates ofgrowth, rich against poor, homeownel1i against renters, and aULomobile users
against transit users and bicyclists. Business may even oppose business.

Land use law reflects the dynamic process of deciding how land is utilized. The
field is rapidly evolving. In the past 20 years, for example, the United States Supreme
Coon has issued opinions that have markedly changed how local governments rna}'
condition the approval of new development. The courts are also grappling with the
intenection between First Amendment rights, such as freedom of religion, and the
ability of local governments to regulate the use of churches. The subject of "sus
tainable development" continues to receive public attention, and in recent years,
lOme public health researchers have linked land use decisions- in particular, deci
sions that require homeownel1i to use vehicles for almost all IaSks - to the problem
ofobesity in American society. And to a large extent, the fields of environmen tal law
.and land use law are converging.

From the student's perspective, modern land use cases are exciting. They often
include stories that are reminiscent of soap operas (or old-time melodramas), and
cbe cast ofcharacters is large. There are landowners and developers, neighbors who
~me involved in every aspect of their community's development, environmen
talists concerned about the impacts of growth, civil rights activists seeking
BKJre housing, inspectors and bureaucrats who are part of the local land use
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governmental maehinery, regulatory bodies that are often controlled by elected or
appointed officials with declared ideological agendas, and judges who must review
local decisions,

A former speaker of the United States House of Representatives once uttered
the oft'<juoted phrase, "All politics is local." The land use stories from around the
country certainly confirm this statement, for land use disputes are intensely political
and excnpy the center stage of local politics. The participants care deeply about the
issues, and they demand a right to be heard.

The import ofland use issues also varies widely. A few are extremely important
to the future of a region, while others are much smaller in scope. To get a taste of
modern land use, consider the following summaries;

• Lando"ners and preservationists in ILlral Virginia are opposing a 40-mile
section of a proposed multistate power line. The line would begin near
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and end in Virginia. Opponents held a news con
ference at which actor Robert Duvall, and others, expressed opposition to
the plans. The land at issue is the same area where a fierce fight occurred
more than ten years previously over a proposed Disney theme park. "There
were people who were for the Disney theme park back then," Duvall said,
but "I think everybody is against this. People are up in arms." A spokesper
son for the utility said it was wrong to compare the power line proposal with
the theme park because "[tlhis is about providing a lifeblood to hospitals,
airports. homeland security facilities and high-tech businesses. , ." Matthew
Barakat, Actor Duvall Speaks Out to Save Va. Viewshed, Charleston Gazette,
Dec. 12, 2006, at 2A.

• County of Manin Commissioners voted !H) to deny a request to rezone five
acres to allow a kennel. The current zoning allows only single.family homes.
Neighbors cited possible noise and the fact that the zoning change would also
allows other uses on the land, such as recycling businesses. A county planner
said the land's current zoning designation conflicts with its future land use
designation and the county's comprehensive plan requires resolution ofsuch
conflicts, Acommissionerpointed out that the neighborhood already has some
business nearby, inclUding a nursery that attracts tJLlcks. Residents responded
by saying, in unison, "They don't bark." Jason Schulu, Martin Turns Down
Rezoning for Kennel, Palm Beach Post, October 25, 2006, at lB.

• A proposal by Wal-Mart to build a 217,062 square-foot supercenter at the
intersection of two roads drew vehement community opposition. In the
recent election, a candidate who won said that while knocking on more
than 2,000 doors he encountered one question over and over; What was
his position on Wal-Mart? He attributed his victory, in part, to his vocal oppo
sition to the company's proposal. In tum, Wal-Mart dismissed opposition as
"calculated misinformation" and emphasized that it "can provide the same
and better products at a lower price and the customer has the freedom to
make that purchasing decision." Some of the opposition was spearheaded by
union groups. The solicitor for the planning board said that anti-Wal-Mart
groups "seem to be sprouting up all over the place." Adam Fifield, Wal-Mart
Finds a Frosty Reception, Philadelphia Inquirer, Nov. 11,2006, at BOI.

• A long-running dispute over a proposed luxury mall continued in Syosset
Bay, New York. A developer has proposed a mall that would include Neiman
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Marcus, Nordstrom, and Barney's New York on a former industrial site. One
opponent said that while" [tl hey thought everybody would embrace their
monster mall," that was not the case. "Ulust because we are into an upscale
community doesn't mean we're shopaholics." The developer stated that its
application meets the legal requirements for a special permit, and the city
had no alternative but to issue one. It emphasized that it will build iLs mall,
and what it can't get from the town, it will get from the courts. John Rather,
Court May Have Last Say in Mall Fight, New York Times, Sept. 23, 2007, at I.

• Blackwater USA, a private security firm that has done business in Iraq, sought
approval to use a fnrmer chicken and cattle rauch as a training facility. The
center would be located on 824 acres 45 miles west of San Diego, California.
Blackwater said its proposal will bring jobs and clean up a rundown ranch.
Opponents, however, "worT)' about the cracking of gunfire...." The chair
person ofthe planning group for the area, which had unanimously approved
the preliminary proposal, stated his belief that some of the controversy that
has erupted is political. He has never seen so much controversy over a local
project in his 37 year, in the city. "There's no neutral ground." Anne E.
Kmeger, Mission: Controversial. Reaction Mixed to Contractor's Plan to
Train Forces in Ea.st Counl}', San Diego Union-Tribune, April 5, 2007, at AI.

B. THE LAND RESOURCE IN AMERICA:
DISTRIBUTION AND TRENDS

To understand the context in which the law of land use controls operates, the
student must have some sense of the land resources of the United States and how
that land is now used.

• MAJOR USES OF LAND BY CLASS OF OWNERSHIP,
ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE, U.S. DEPT. OF
AGRICULTURE (2002)

Over 60 percent of the land in the United States is privately owned (table 10).
The Federal Govemment is the next largest landowner with more than 28 percent,
mostly in the West. State and local governments own nearly 9 percent and Indian
trust land accounLs for over 2 percent. These proponions change only gradually
OYer time, except in Alaska, where large areas of Federal land have been transferred
to State and native (pri\-ate) ownership.

Federal land, at 635 million acres in 2002, includes the original public domain
and land acquired by purchase and other means. Total federally owned land
decreased by about 12 million acres between 1997 and 2002, Abollt 37 percent of
all Federal land is in Alaska, 41 percent in the Mountain region. and 14 percent in
the Pacific region. The remaining 9 percent is distributed among the other eight
farm production regions and Hawaii, with the largest portion - nearly 2 percen t of
all Federal land - in the Lake States.

About 152 million acres ofFederal grassland and a ponion ofFederal forestland
are used for grazing. Livestock can also graze some of the special-use and
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miscellaneous land. Federal land also includes forest land in special uses and mis
cellaneous other land, such as marshes, open swamps, bare rock areas, desert, and
other uses not inventoried.

Slate and local governments have accumulated landholdings of various sizes
through grants from the Federal Government, tax reversions, purchases, gifts, and
escheats. These publicly administered areas are distributed throughout the Nation
more evenly than Federal land, but are still highly concentrated in the Western States.
Slate and local governments hold land for forests, parks, wildlife refuges, highways and
roads. institutional uses, and other specific purposes. Most Western States also own
relatively large acreages to earn income, provide financial support to schools, and
meet other objectives. About 40 million acres in this category are used for grazing.

Table I-I
Ownenbip and use of land, by 1DIIj0r categories, 2002

Special uses,
Grassland urban uses, and Total

pasture Forest miscellafUous land
Ownenhip CrofJlnnd and range lnni lnncf area4

Million acTi!S

Federal - 152 246 237 635
State and 3 40 70 82 195

other public
American 2 36 11 7 56

Indian~

Private 436 358 422 162 1,378
Total4 442 587 749 487 2,264

- = Less than 500,000 acres.

~ Includes reseIVed foresl land in parl'.s and other special uses.
2Excludes an estimated 98 million acres in special uses that have forest cover and.

therefore, are included with forest land in this table.
"Managed in trust by the Bureau of Indian Affairs for American Indian and Alaskan

Native tribes and individuals.
4Distributions may not add to totals due to rounding.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BlA) manages 56 million acres in trust for
American Indian and Alaskan Native tribes and individuals. Like Federal and
State land, most land managed by BlA is concentrated in the Western States.
About 36 million acres is grazing land, and a small acreage is used for crop
production.

Private land, except that under American Indian and Alaska Native ownership,
totaled nearly 1.4 billion acres in 2002. Between 1997 and 2002, private ownership
increased in forest-use land by 2 million acres and in special uses, urban, and mis
cellaneous by a total of 17 million acres. Privately owned land includes 99 percent of
the Nation's cropland, 61 percent of the grassland pasture and range, 56 percent of
the forest-use land, and 30 percent of the special-use, urban, and miscellaneous land.

Lind use is closely interlinked with land ownership, and these proportions
reflect historic land management priorities. During the 19th century. Federal

Table 1-2
Cumulative Estimates of Population Change for the United States:

April 1,2000 to July I, 2006

Populnlion Estimales Changp, 20()() to 2006

•...pril I, 2()()()
Lslimali!s

Geographic Area July I, 2(}()6 Bast' Numbn Pprcpnt

Uaited States 299,398,484 281,424,602 17,973,882 6.4

Northeast 54,741,353 53,594,784 1,146,569 2.1

Midwest 66,217,736 64,395,194 1,822,542 2.8

South 109,083,752 100,235,846 8,847,906 8.8

West 69,355,643 63,198.778 6,156,86.') 9.7

Ariwna 6,166,318 5,130,632 1,035,686 20.2

California 36,457,549 33,871,653 2,585,896 7.6

Colorado 4,753,377 4,302,015 451,362 10.5

Delaware 853,476 783,600 69,876 8.9

Diliuict of Columbia 581,530 572,059 9,471 1.7

Florida 18,089,888 15,982,824 2,107,064 13.2

Georgia 9,363,941 8.186,816 1.177,125 14.4

Idaho 1,466,465 1,293,956 172,509 13.3

Iowa 2,982,085 2,926,382 55,703 1.9

Louisiana 4,287,768 4,468,958 -181,190 -4.1

Massachusetts 6,437.193 6.349,105 88,088 1.4

Michigan 10,095,643 9,938,480 157,163 1.6

Nevada 2,495,529 1,998,257 497,272 24.9
New York 19,306,183 18,976,821 329,362 1.7
North Carolina 8,856,505 8,046,491 810,014 10.1
North Dakota 635,867 642,200 -6,333 -1.0
Ohio 11,478,006 11,353,145 124,861 1.1
Oregon 3,700,758 3,421,436 279,322 8.2
Pennsylvania 12,440,621 12,281,054 159,567 1.3
Rhode Island 1,067,610 1,048,319 19,291 1.8
Texas 23,507,783 20,851,790 2,655,993 12.7
Utah 2,550,063 2,233,198 316,865 14.2
Virginia 7,642,884 7,079,030 563,854 8.0
Washington 6,395,798 5,894,140 501,658 8.5
West Virginia 1,818,470 1,808,350 10,120 0.6

;1.. Note: The April 1. 2000 Population Estimates base reflects changes to the Census 2000
~,
{ population from the Count Question Resolution program and geographic progr..m,
i:! milions. (X) Not applicable. Se.. Geographic Tenns and Definitions at http:/ /
~..

1
WWw.censU5.gov/popest/geographic/fora list of the stales that ar.. included in each region.

U.S. Census Bureau, ('.ensus 2000 Redistricting Data (P.L. 94-171).
't~
.J}
~
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau News Release, April .5, 2007.

agencies actively encouraged westward settlement and economic development
through the selective transfer ofthe more productive agricultural land from Federal
ownership to private companies and individuals (Wiebe et aI., 1997). At the
beginning of the 20th century, the emphasis of land-use policies has evolved to
balance private economic interests with the provision of recreation, wilderness
and wildlife. and environmental and resource conservation.

Provo-Orem, Utah
Naples-Marco Island, Fla.
Raleigh-Cary, N.C.
Gainesville, Ga.
Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, Ariz.

25.9'Yo
25.2"1.,
24.8%
24.4%
24.2%

Finally, here are the historical ran kings of the top ten cities b)' populalion:

Table 1-3
10 U.s. Metto Areas With Highest Numerical Growth:

April I, !GOO-July I, !006

The United States census provides voluminous infomlation about current land
use trends. Consider the fol1owing trends, released by the United States Census
Bureau, which show population changes between 2000 and 2006.

Population increases provide a crude but meaningful indicator of land use
changes. Here are the states that had the largest increases in population between
2000 and 2006 (see Table 1-2).

Only two states lost population during this period: North Dakota, which had a I
percent loss, and Louisiana, which had a 4.1 percent loss that was undoubtedly
attributable to the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.

Here are the metropolitan areas that experienced the greatest growth, both
by absolute increases in numbers and by percentage increases, between 2000
and 2006:

Notes and Comments

8,214,426
3,849,378
2,833,321
2,144,491
1,512,986
1,448,394
1,296,682
1,256,951
1,232,940

929,936

Table 1-4
Historical Raokiugs: Top 10 Citiell

I, The Distribution oj Land Ownership. Most students undoubtedly undersland
that lOme land in the United SlaleS, such as the national parks, is owned by the

Source: U.S. Census Bureau News Release, June 28, 2007.

Land use is not static. Ralher, it evolves constantly, and the decisions of local
government officials, when viewed as a whole, indelibly stamp how the country will
appear for many years to come. In recent decades, the most important development
baa been the continued expansion of suburban metropolitan areas.

This trend has important implications in a variety of areas, ranging from envi
ronmental protection to race. For now, however, you simply need to recognize
where the intense pressure to develop land is occurring. Much of the development
II in the so-called suburbs of the South and West. For example, McKinney, Texas
(located near Dallas) was the fast growing city with a populalion over 1,000,000
between 2000 and 2006. It grew by 97.6 percent-nearly doubling its populalion.
Additionally, homeownership is slowly increasing. As of mid-2007, 68 percenl of al1
occupied homes were owned by the occupant. U.S. Census Bureau, Census Bureau
Reports on Residential Vacancies and Homeownership,July 27, 2007.

While suburban growth was robust from 2000 through 2006, nOl every subur
ban area grew. The declining suburbs were predominately located in the Northeasl
and Midwest. But don't mistake slower growth for lack of controversy. Even slower
growth areas have their share of land use disputes.

1910 1960 2006
1 New York 4,766,883 I New York 7,781,984 I New York
2 Chicago 2,185,283 2 Chicago 3,550,404 2 Los Angeles
!J Philadelphia 1,549,008 3 Los Angeles 2,479,015 3 Chicago
4 SI. Louis 687,029 4 Philadelphia 2,002,512 4 Houston
5 Boston 670,585 5 Detroit 1,676,144 5 Phoenix
6 Cleveland 560,663 6 Baltimore 939,024 6 Philadelphia
7 Baltimore 558,485 7 Houston 938,219 7 San Antonio
8 Pittsburgh 533,905 8 Cleveland 876,050 8 San Diego
9 Detroit 465,7669 Washington 763,956 9 Dallas
10 Buffalo 423,715 10 St Louis 750,026 10 San Jose

f:
~~

,~1

~

~
~

t,

.,~,

455,869
4{)7,133

494,220

39.8%
31.0%
29.6%
29.3%
29.2%

890,211
842,449
824,547
787,306
771,314
584,510
495,154

Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, Ga.
Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, Texas
Houston-Sugar Land-Baytown, Texas
Phoenix-Mesa-SCottsda1e, Ariz.
Riverside-8an Bemardino-Ontario, Calif.
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, Calif.
New York-Northern NewJersey-Long Island,
N.Y.-NJ.-Pa.
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria,
D.C.-Va.-Md.-W.Va.
Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, Fla.
Chicago-Napervil1e-Joliet, III.-Ind.-Wis.

SI. George, Utah
Greeley, Colo.
Cape Coral-Fort Myers, Fla.
Bend, Ore.
Las Vegas-Paradise, Nev.

10 FMtest-Growing U.S. Metto Areas:
April I, !GOO- July I, ZOO6
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C. LAND USE AS AN ETHICAL DECISION

5. The Future oj tilt- "Boomburbs.· While the last twenty years have seen uemen
dous growth in submbs, these fast-growing suburbs may be ,.eaching thei,. buildout
points. A 2007 article defined areas that are nejthe,. typically "inner ring" subu,.bs or
exurban as "boomburbs" - technically. incOlporated a,.eas with mo,.e than 100,000
residents that Me not the la,-gest city in thei,. meuopolitan a,.eas. They a,.e found
throughout the nation, bUllaI'gely in the West and Southwest. The study found that
more than half of this type of subu,.b will be at the buildout point by 2020, as many
have less than IO percent of thei,. space left to develop. Roben Lang and Jennifer
LeFurgy, Boomburb "Buildout": The Future of Development in Large, Fast
Growing Subums, 42 Urban Affairs Review 533 (2007).

Whe,.e will the country's gr-owth occu,. at this point: in a,.eas even fal"the,. sepa
rated from large incorporated cities? Will the boombmbs simply annex nea,.by land
and become even bigge,. in geographic size? 0,. will gr-eate,. infill in them, and in the
incorporated cities, become the nOl"ffi?

6. Puverry in theSuburos. At the same time, pove,.ty has staned to appea,. in what
Me known as the subu,.bs. A ,.epon by the Bmokings Institution found that in
1999, large cities and thei,. subu,.bs had neady equal numbers of poo,. individuals.
!'y 2005, the subu,.ban poo" outnumbe,.ed their city counte"parts by at least
I million. Still, in that year the average povel"ty rate in la"ge cities was 18.8 pe,.cent,
twice as high as the 9.4 pe,.cent rate in the suburbs. Alan Berube and Elizabeth
Kneebone, Two Steps Back: City and Suburban Poveny T,.ends 1999-2005, the
Brookings Institution (2006). Do yOll see any land use implications if this t,.end
were to continue?

..

Acentral theme of this text focuses on ethical issues in land use ,.egulation. The
word "ethics" is used in a couple of diffe,.ent ways. On its narrowest level, there a,.e
IegaI issues concerning ethics, such as when a decision maker has a conflict of
interest in rendering a land use decision. The,.e also exist questions ,.ega,.ding
the ethics of developers. For example, they may bring litigation against opposing
groups to intimidate them, suits known as "strategic lawsuits against public panic
ipation" (or "SLAPP" suits). Alternatively, developers may threaten to bring suits
apil18t public entities fo,. damages, suits that pose the specte,. of heavy litigation
COIta. Opponents of gr-owth have simila,. choices. Is it ethically justifiable for such
Opponents to institute litigation challenging every disnetionary decision made by
local government on a development pmject?

:;, Here. howeve,., we speak of an "ethic" on a bmade,.level: as a value unde,.-
j" lying the choice about how land is used. When we choose the uses to be allowed
f on pmpel"ty, those choices eithe,. serve 0,. can conflict with an unde,.lying land
~, Meth~c": a series of principles that govern ou" view of the pwpe,. mle that pl"Op-
~, eny IS to play in society. An impo,.tant component of this ethic is the extent to

~: 'Which natural ,.esomces should be viewed as available fOl" exploitation by the
f propel"ty owne,.. 0,. whethe,. those ,.esources a,.e subject to a bwade,. public
f: interest in them.
t In the first ,.eading, Pmfessor F"ed Bosselman reviews the history of the legalI. 'L;~ ',' ,lIUitude toward land.

a
Based on your knowledge ofhow land is used in the United States, do you agree

with his position?

For most people. home is where the major part of life is spent. ... Its chardCteristics
greatly influence the quality of one's life.

For those concerned with the quality of life, housing and local environmental
conditions merit the highest priority. I believe one means to achieve these objectives
is to eliminate one of the principal barriers to production, zoning, and thereby allow
the real eSlate market greater opportunity to satisfy the needs and desires of its con
sumers. My studies show that zoning is neither necessary to maintain or protect prop
erty values noran aid to "planning" -its principal justifications. On the contrary. it has
ad"erst' effects on both. When it impedes the production of housing. it also impedes
the achit'vemt'nt of better housing and hOLL,ing conditions.

federal government. You may be sUll'rised, however, to learn that up to one-third of
the nation's land is federally controlled. Is this government ownership inconsistent
with a private market economy that emphasizes individual home ownen;hip and
economic entrepreneurship? Some have vigorously argued that the federal lands
should be sold off, at least in part. See, e.g., Dale A. Oesterle, Public Lmd: How
Much is Enough?, 23 Ecology L.Q. 521, 574 (1996) ("we should sell federal lands
where commodit), ba.~ed uses p,.edominate.") Do you agr-ee?

2. Transportation and UrlJan Droeloprnmt. In his influential book Edge City: Life
on thr New Frontier (1991 ),journalistJoel Ganeau documented the development
of so-called "edge cities," IMge new cities just outside of the traditional urban
cente,.s. Canean emphasized the relationship between "edge cities" and the trans
portation inf,.astructu,.e, suggesting that cities Me always neated around the "state
of the art" transpol"tation device of the time. Acco,.ding to Ga,.reau, "edge cities"
,.esult from a combination of the automobile, the jet plane, and the computeL
[d. at 32.

Who should make the decisions about whe,.e the transpol"tation infl"aStructu,.e
for development, such as expansions of the f,.eeway system, is located? As you will
see, while local government continues to make the most imponant decisions about
individual developments. the money to build freeways, and the decisions about the
location of those f,.eeways, has been left la"gely in federal hands (although this is
now changing somewhat).

3. Land Use and lilt- 2000 Census. The census data from the 2000 census allowed
the Census Bu,.eau to analyze historical t,.ends across the enti,.e twentieth century.
Some of the conclusions are fascinating: (I) the U.S. population more than tripled
from 76 million in 1900 to 281 million in 2000; (2) the population of the West gr-ew
faste,. than the population fo" each of the other th,.ee regions ofthe country in every
decade of the twentieth century; (3) from 1900 to 2000, the numbe,. of non
Southern states with populations of at least IO percent races othe,. than White
increased from 2 to 26, ,.eflecting the inueasing diversity of the United States;
and (4) while the most common household in 1900 contained seven 0,. mo,.e
people, from 1940 to 2000. it contained two people. U.S. Census Bureau, U.S.
Dept. of Commerce, Demographic Trends in the 20th Century (Nov. 2002) 1-2.

4. Regulating Land Use. Do you see any need fo,. local government to
,.egulate land uses? In the intmduction to his 1972 book Land Use Without Zon
ing, Professor Bernud H. Siegan cogently states his case opposing government
intervention:
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• FRED BOSSELMAN, FOUR LAND ETHICS: ORDER,
REFORM, RESPONSIBILITY, OPPORTUNIlY
24 ErwtL L 1439, 1+f0..41 (1994)

I. INTRODUCTION

The tenn "land ethics" has found a prominent place in emironmentallitera
ture ever since A1do Leopold rather casually and cryptically coined it in the 1930s. If
one defines the phrase to mean a system of thought that relates land to ideas of right
and wrong, one can identify many prior systems which have achieved prominence at
some time or place....

I conclude that only a pluralistic process in which multiple land ethics are
debated will be a satisfactory basis for the resolution of many of the current
bilter conflicts over land in America.... The four land ethics discussed
[below] play important roles in the United States today. This section briefly
describes these roles.

A. ORDER

[The land policies ofthe semi-legendary King Arthur were] designed to protect
the social order [and] continue to play an important role in the United States.
Although class distinction in the United States never attained the rigidity of the
English model, land policy in the United States has frequently been used to stabilize
existing social relationships.

For example, federal tax policy creates a sharp distinction between home
owners, who receive interest deductions, and tenants, who do not. A new nationally
supported system of mortgage commodification has increased the extent to which
"homeowners" now hold in an almost tenurial relationship to the pension funds
and similar institutions that dominate long-tenn investment. An Arthurian network
of deed restrictions and local zoning protects many residential communities from
disruptions in the social order. Gated communities increasingly resemble fortified
castles.

B. REFORM

[Demands for refonn like David Ricardo's in post-[W]aterloo England] are less
shrill in the United States than in many other countries because the privileges
auached to land ownership have never been as dramatic as those that prompted
Ricardo's call for refonn. Nevertheless, substantial privileges exist and have
prompted demands for greater equity.

Refonners object that agricultural interests destroy the soil resource and pol
lute the environment while receiving cash subsidies, property tax abatements, and
relief from responsibility for damages caused by pesticides. They question whether
mining interests should continue to use the federal lands without making reim
bursement to taxpayers. One noted law and economics scholar has characterized
urban redevelopment cartels as "feudal."

C. RESPONSIBILITY

Modem [followers ofJohn Muir] have substituted wetlands for Muir's Sierran
peaks as the resource most in need of preservation. Moreover, the protection of
wilderness has become well-accepted policy in Congress, and a growing recognition

.;'
,.~;

~.

-t~,
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of the importance of biodiversity has placed emphasis on the need for preservation
ofa wide range of habitats. Perhaps the most dramatic recent success of the ethic of
responsibility is the legislation imposing responsibility on those who have poisoned
the land through careless use of toxic chemicals....

Although those who attempt to model their activities on Muir's are but a small
fnction of the population, Muir's influence goes far beyond those who follow
directly in his footsteps. Many Americans honor his example intermittentJy or vicar
iOU&ly. For example, the Outward Bound movement has brought thousands of
business executives into the wilderness as an educational experience, and groups
like the Nature Conservancy allow people to honor their responsibility to nature
vicariously through cash or land donations.

D. OPPORTUNITY

If utilitarians had worried that the entrepreneurial opportunity to create
wealth out of land would be stifled by rigid controls, by the ability of privileged
vested interests to avoid refonn, and by the demands of preservationists for greater
responsibility, the free-wheeling business climate of the 1980s proved their worries
groundless. Legislation converted many savings and loan associations into govern
mentally insured entrepreneurial vehicles for the development of real estate that
were often operated by developers with littJe regard for market needs. The result
was a taxpayer bailout of unprecedented proportions and a record oversupply of
commercial buildings, which may dampen new construction well into the twenty
tint century.

Meanwhile, in residential real estate, Ricardo's idea thaI economic rent was
the windfall of the gentry was transfonned into the government-subsidized home
ownership movement-if you can't beat the gentry, join the gentry! Economists
might classify land as just another asset, but the American public thought
otherwise.
. Landowners continue to be successful in amassing government subsidies for

theiractivities (or inactivities), relying on theJeffersonian mystique to hide the fact
1bat mOlt of the subsidies are being paid to large corporations. Congress has begun
paying farmers to not fann in sensitive areas, and some landowners are seeking
laJlher subsidies against losses in land value.

VB. CoNCLUSION

Each of the land ethics discussed in this article represents an important factor
In the way Americans currentJy think about land.... Each will be an element ofany

.pabIic dccisionmaking process having a major impact on land. The search for a new
IaIId ethic will continue, but in a democratic society the existence ofmultiple ethics.lIIt be accepted.
-r_.•.

:'.> Since the early 19805, academics in the planning field have opened up a broad
"•.~ on the role ofethics in land use decisionmaking. In the following excerpt,
-.e of the leaders in that field, Professor Timothy Beadey, discusses the role that

mould play in such decisions.
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• TIMOTHY BEATLEY, ETHICAL LAND USE:
PRINCIPLES OF POLICY AND PLANNING
3-4, H16 (1994)

[T) he social allocation ofland to different uses and activities is fundamentally and
inextricably a problem of ethics. This is so because such land-use decisions have, both
individually and cumulatively, tremendous social and en\;ronmental impacts. Land-use
actions can destroy important elements of the natural environment, and today land
developmen t and urban growth are major causes of the loss of such areas as wetlands,
habitat for endangered species, and forestlands, among others. Development patterns
havt" much to do with the nature and extent of pollution generated by our society
ozone and carbon monoxide in urban areas due to land-use patterns that rely unduly on
tlle automobile, nonpoint sources ofwater pollution generated by impeMous surfaces,
loss of natural vegetation, can'less constrUction practices, and a variety of urban and
rural uses such as underground storage tanks, landfills, and agricultural operations....

Land-use practices are even at the core of many of our global emironmental
problems....

Land-use decisions have tremendous social and economic implications as well.
Such decisions influence the distribution of basic goods and seMces in the society,
including access to jobs, schools, transportation. and recreation facilities, among
others. Land-use decisions also influence the distribution of bads, or hazards and
threats to health and safety, including the extent to which individuals and families
are placed at risk to cancer-causing toxic waste facilities; to floods, hunicanes, earth
quakes, or other natural disasters; to ha:ardous air and water pollutants; or to
dangerous traffic and road conditions. Land-use decisions, moreover, have the
capability to isolate and segregate different social and economic groups, and to
influence how people view themselves and the value of their lives.

In short, land-use decisions affect the condition and quali ty of the natural and
built environment, and the basic quality of people's lives. Land-use decisions are
thus not trivial, and should be the focus of careful and deliberative thought on the
part of those individuals and institutions responsible for making or influencing
them. All decisions about the use of land, then, are inherently ethical judgments,
inherently ethical choices. Land-use decisions and policies raise questions of right
and wrong, good and bad....

CENTIlAL QUESTIONS IN LAND-USE Enncs •••

DEnNING THE RELEVANT MOIlAL COMMUNITY

To resolve dilemmas about land-use policy it is important to detennine what the
relevant moral community is. There are at least three dimensions to this question.
The first is grographicaL Are we, on the one hand, obligated to consider the effects of
a land-use decision or policy on the immediate neighborhood or community? Or
should we consider the interests and well-being of broader pUblics-say, of the
residents of the surrounding region, state, or nation? ...

A second dimension to this question is tnnporaL Many land-use decisions and
policies clearly have impacts that extend into the future. In considering whether to
allow the destruction or degradation of some natural landscape, are we obligated to
consider only the interests of the present human population? Or do we have an
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obligation to consider a much longer time frame, to factor into our moral calcula
tions the effects of such an action on future generations? ...

A third dimension to the question of how to detennine the relevant moral com
munity is biological Must we, when making land-use decisions, consider the illleresl
and welJ-being ofother fonns oflife? Some have argued that, morally, our only oblig-d
lions extend to Homo sapims, while others suggest that certain ethical obligations
extend to all sentient life-fonns. Still others argue that the moral community must
include all fonns oflife, sentient and nonsentient alike, and that land-use and other
lOCietal decisions must reflect a certain level of ethical respect for this life.

THE ETHICAL OBLIGATIONS

Once conclusions are reached about the extent and parameters of the moral
community, the question then becomes, What are the actual ethical obligations
owed to the various members of this moral community? There are numerous ethi
cal principles, standards, and concepts that have been considered and argued for
in areas such as moral philosophy and environmental ethics. Is our moral obligation
to decide land-use policy dilemmas through the use of utilitarian and economic
concepts-choosing those policies or actions which maximize social utility? Or do
we have moral obligations that extend beyond economical utilitarian efficiency? ...

M.u.tNG DECISIONS ABOUT THE LAND AND LAND USE

It is at the stage of making decisions about land use that actual disc:ourse about
alternative ethical standards and concepts, and their implication for land-use policy,
typically occurs. Several questions arise here, many revolving around alternative
notions of what constitules a democratic process for land-use decision.making.
Questions include these: What is the correct role to be played by citizens in the
land-use decisionmaking process (e.g., direct decisionmaking, as through referenda
and public participation)? Must all individuals affected by land-use decisions be
involved in the decisionmaking process? What theory of representation should
elected officials involved in land-use manners adhere to?

What values does the existing land use system embody? Traditionally, property
rights advocates have argued that respect for individual autonomy and the accepted
need to foster economic development should lead to a property rights regime that
disfavors government intervention, such as governmental regulation of land uses.
The traditional view of property is briefly summarized in the following article:

• CAROL ROSE, THE MORAL SUBJECT OF PROPERTY
48 w.. 6" Mary L &lJ. 1897 (2007)

. William Blackstone famously noted how the imagination and affections of man
kind are stirred by the right of property-that "dominion" over things that "one
man claims and exercises over the external things of the world, in total exclusion of
the right of any other individual in the universe." ...
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People who read Blackstone's famous sentence about property'S maIVeious
claims of exclusive dominion seldom go on to read the rest of the paragraph. If
they did, they would find that in the next few sentences Blackstone sharply qual
ities his own maIVeling, and instead expresses great uneasiness about whether
people really do have good reasons to respect ownership claims. Blackstone's
unease springs from the uncertainty involved in acquisition: where did those
ownership claims come? As Blackstone obselVed, people do not like to think
about this question too much, because it could cast doubt on the justice of
their own claims.

Blackstone had several answers for worries of this kind. First, he basically
admonished everyone to forget about these fears and let sleeping dogs lie. Proud
hon, who described property as theft, would soon reject this advice as would Marx,
who said much the same in his acid comments on original acquisition. Second,
Blackstone told a litde narrative illustrating the much more convincing argument
that property rights do a lot of good, whatever their original source, and however
they may be passed down. Then, and third, he launched into an exquisitely detailed
description of property rights as they then existed, perhaps in an effort to effectuate
the Hrst admonition and to help people forget to ask these troubling questions. The
second of Blackstone's answers, the litde story to show property's larger benefits, is
the relevant one here. The tale begins in the mists of time past, when supposedly all
things were held in common. Property then emerged as the world grew more pop
ulous and resources grew scarcer, and as people wamed to do things now for the
sake of rewards in the future. As Blackstone rhetorically asked, who would till today if
he could not reap later? And so, as he put it,

This .tory is less than persua>ive as an hi.torical explanation lor property's origins and
developmem. It has .orne problem. on the analytic from as well. because it assumes
both that people are self-interested and that they are cooperative enough to exercise
forbearance about other people's claimed rights. But the greater significance of the
sLOry is its moral justification for property. Indeed, it recounts one of the most impor
tam and prevalent of all moral justifications for property. property is the foundation
stone of economic well-being.

Blackstone's Story effectively describes the basic moral subject so common in
property: the person who is self-imerested enough to need property as an induce
menl 10 labor, but who is also cooperative enough to eschew grabbing other
peoples' claimed rights. Once we are given such a subject, with all her internal
logical contradictions, property as an institution makes a lot of sense. In theological
temls. property provides Ihe link between sinful human beings and the Biblical
injunction to labor. The essemial gist of a property regime is to let people take
the payoffs from their work and investment, and at the same time to identity owners
so that everyone can trade instead of fighting. Trade encourages specialization and
even greater gains from investment and exchange. This virtuous spiral of work,
investment, and trade makes everyone better off in the standard property rationale.

The following excerpt comrasts two models of ownership, bom of which focus
on the righL~ of the owner.
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_JOSEPH WILLIAM SINGER, THE OWNERSHIP
SOCIETY AND TAKINGS OF PROPERTY: CASTLES,
INVESTMENTS AND JUST OBLIGATIONS
H,.". &vii. L lWv. J09 (2006)

Conservatives argue for an expansive interpretation of the right.~ofowners with
correspondingly narrow limit.~ on the powers of government. This means thaI they
ba\oe a large vision of which acts of ownership are self-regarding in nature; they view
most property righ ts and their exercise as legitimately concerning the owner alone. If
almost every exercise of a property right is viewed as a self-regarding act, then the
state has no business inteIfering with it. Liberals argue for a more expansive realm for
government regulation, and in so doing, they by necessity take a narrower view of the
BIlge ofacts of ownership that are legitimately self-regarding in nature. How should
we think about this issue? Scholars generally approach this question by identifYing a
decision procedure that provides guidance in choosing between the conflicting
interests of the parties. This procedure may be based on balancing interests, com
paring the costs and benefits ofalternative legal rules, imagining what rules would be
adopted in a suitable setting such as a social contract made by free and equal indi
viduals, or by identifYing fundamental human interest.~ that should be protected as
individual rights. 1want to step back and consider how we think about this question
before we apply a decision procedure. We approach the question of defining prop
erty rights partly by adopting conceptions of what ownership means. These concep
tions are embodied in conscious or unconscious images that orient our thinking in
particular directions and frame our analysis of the underlying policy question.

We can obselVe two common models of ownership in legal discussions about
property and the relation between property owners and the government. The first
Image is that of a lord in a castle, and the second is that of an investor in a market
economy. These two models of property focus on the rights of the owner, and they
define those rights in different ways. 1 want to argue thaI there is a third model of
property and that this third model is where the Supreme Court ended up this year.
The third model of property starts from the idea that owners have obligations as well as
rights. The image that supports this notion is that ofa citizen in a free and democratic
1Ociety. This model ofproperty as citizenship adjudicates conflicts that arise between the
castle model and the investment model. The first two models are wel~own,although
their implications are not weJl-understood. The last model is present in our law and
political discussions about property, but it has been marginalized and suppressed.

Finally, Professor Eric Freyfogle sketches out another view of property rights:

• ERIc T. FREYFOGLE, PROPERTY RIGHTS,
TIlE MARKET, AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE
IN 20TH CENTURY AMERICA
JJ &RI. L Rptr. 10254 (2002)

[O]bseIVers [sometimes] conclude that property rights best promote growth
tdlen they are (i) legally secure against inteIference. particularly governmental
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intt'rference, (ii) clearly defined so that people know who owns what, and
(iii) readily transferable, As some see it, the more that a property-rights regime
reflens these principles, the more growth it stimulates, Best of all is a system in
which everything is privately owned and transfer.l.ble, Then, the market's reach is
complete and all resources can flow to their highest valued IIses,

In this era of transition for so many countries it is pertinent to ask: Do these
characteristic's describe propertv righL~ in the United States, particularly landed
property righL~? Would a property rights regime based on these principles help
foster elsewhen' the kind of economic success the United States has enjoyed?
And what elfel'ts on the environJnent would such a regime likely produce? ...

Over the past century, li .S. laws and regulations have increasingly re-embedded
property righLs in a communal order, aimed in important part at protecting the
natural environment. Property law continues to recognize and protect individual
rights, as it has for generations, but it recognizes other aims as well, and constraints
on the market are pervasive. ,~F;regate calculations are hard to undertake, yet
plentiful evidence sugF;esL~ that these constraints have served not to contain eco
nomic growth, but to help fuel it, both by correcting the market's flaws in pricing
and allocatiou and by li.stering the kind of tmst, social cohesiveness, and civic
stability that any market needs to work well. In the ongoing drama of private pro(r
erty in America, the market is only one of the lead characters....

Though the contemporary scene is distinctly messy, it is possible to identity six
major themes or treuds in contemporary landed property rights. Briefly stated, they
are as li)llows:

• Landownel' rights to use land are increasingly tailored to the land and to the
surrounding social context; that is, rights to use land are becoming more
context~ependent.In a related shift, rights to use land intensively are being
reduced, with corresponding increases in the protections landowners enjoy
alr.l.inst disruptive land uses by neighbors.

• Old categories of private ownership versus public ownership are being
blurred. with more instances of intennediate ownership fonns that mix
the categories. Increasingly, rights in a single piece of land are fragmented
among various "owners," with some rights held by the prime user of the
land while other rights are held by neighbors, private entities, and govern
ment bodies,

• Land use planning is taking place on larger spatial scales .Iud covering rural
lands, aimed chiefly (although not solely) at urban sprawl, quality-of-life
issues, and various land use-related environmental problems.

• American law has made substan tial progress toward a complex reconcilia
tion of the unending conflict between the private owner's desire for clearly
defined, stahle property nonns and the community's contrasting need to
retain power to redefine ownership rights in light of shifting conditions and
values, The recouciliation offers substantial protection for t'xisting land uses
but far less protection for landowner desires to devote land to new uses.

• Govenunents at all levels, from tht' most local to the national and t'ven
F;lohal, al'e becoming involved in the processes of defining and controlling
land use rights, albeit with liult' consensus and much experimentation on
how best to allocatt' power and responsibility among the various governing
kvels.
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• In the vitally important rhetorical battleground over the meaning of private
property, individualistic, commodity-focused images of ownership have
gained promint'nce, and they have significantly impeded efforL~ to address
rural land use problems, particularlv land degradation caused by agriculture
and other commodity-production activities. Though conservation advocates
have been slow to develop alternative images of ownership- ones that draw
upon organic, communal understandings of ownership-alternative
images are emerging, thus joiniug the contest over private property as cul
tural emblem.

Notes and Comments

1. The Four Land Etkin. Professor Bosselman argues that understanding the four
land ethics is necessary ifwe are to understand why the current debates over land use
are intemperate and ideological. Which of these four ethics best reflects your own
personal undersranding of the role that land is to play in American society? How did
you fonn that view?

As you read the material in the book, you should consider whether land use laws
lerve one of the "ethics" identified by Professor Bosselman more than others. For
eKlUIlple, many commentators have argued that the laws governing use of lands in
the United States have traditionally been skewed in favor of development. See, e.g.,
AnhurMcEvoy, Markets and Ethics in U.S, Property Law in Harvey M..Jacobs (ed.),
Who Owns America? Social Conflict Over Property Rights (1998) 6 (arguing that
"[t]he law of property in the United States contains a profound bias toward devel
opmental uses and against such nonmarket values as the health and welfare of the
communities that livt' on the land"), See also Lynda L. Butler, The Pathology of
Property Nonns: Living Within Nature's Boundaries, 73 So. Cal. L. Rev. 927, 928
(1000) ("Th[e] failure to give serious consideration to the connections between
lind dnelopment, water use. and ecosystem health reflects a fundamental problem
triIh American property law").
. Professor Bosselman also states that we need "ongoing conflict management
~ to cope with regular conflicts between existing ethical systems." What kinds
Cifl)'ltems might be designed for this purpose? Would they be legislative or adju
dkacol)'? Or would they follow some other model, such as negotiationr

t, AnthropoeentrU versus Ecocrotri£ Land Etkin. Another book on land use ethics
....Iikewise focused on different land ethics. Professor Kristin Shrader-Frechette
argues that viewing land use ethics through the prism of anthropomorphism sug
.... which types of land ethics are likely to prevail:

Allhough both land-u.se ethics and the earlier land-reform ethics call for a new land
philoIophy and a new land practice, they are primarily anthropocentric. They demand a
change in Our behavior so as to preveOl harm to humans....

The two remaining land ethics, land-<:ommunity elhics and land-righlS ethics,
.~r, are primarily nonaOlhropoeentric or ecacentric. They issue moral imper..·

In'Iea. not Cor the sake of human well-being alone, bUI also for the good ofthe land (th"
r =tire biosphere) as a whole, apan from human intereslS. Although humans are

.",lacluded in the biosphere, presumably somewhat differeOl actions mighl be mandaled
~. by an ecocentric or biocenuic ethic. thaI atIempts 10 maximil.e the good of the whole
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biosphere, as opposed to an anthropocentric ethics that allempts to maximize the good
of one subset of inhabitants (humans) of the biosphere.

Kristin Shrader-Frechette, Four land Ethics: An Overview, in Lynton Keith Caldwell
& Kristin Shnider-Frechette, Policy for Land: law and Ethics, 57-58 (1993).

3. Land Use and Religious Bel;'! Professor Rose notes that" [iln theological
terms, property provides the link between sinful human beings and the Biblical
injunction to labor." For some, religious beliefs are important factors in making
land use decisions. For example, some authors have traced the development of a
".Judeo-Christian principle ofstewardship," with its consequelll'es for such issues as
land ownership. See Peter W. Salsich, Jr., Taward A Propnty Ethic oj Stl'Wardship in
Charles Geisler & Gail Daneker (eds.), Property and Values: Alternatives to
Public and Private Ownership (2000). Professor Salsich concludes that, while
the principle of stewardship has "waxed and waned over the years," the ideal
has survived and "is a consistent part of historical and current Judeo-Christian
teachings." ld. at 36. He emphasizes that this principle would, for example, encour
age the adoption of policies that could help a wide range of families obtain decent
housing I'ather than maximizing advantages for families that do not need govern
mental assistance. ld.

4. The Significance oj the opportunity Ethic. Wealth creation is perhaps the
principal justification for a regime of private property rights. See, e.g., Thomas W.
Merrill, Private Property and the Politics of Environmental Protection, 28 Han'. J.L.
& Pub. pory 69,72 (2004) ("Private property generates wealth. One reason for this
is that private property creates vastly enhanced incentives for investing in improve
ments to resources. Another reason is that private property translates into longer
time horizons in considering investments. A third is that pri\'ate property leads to a
much more efficient allocation of resources. ")

How important is the "opportunity" land ethic to the American economy? Is it
sufficiently central that greater restrictions on the ability to use land should be
resisted on economic grounds? Or are there sufficient other outlets for entrepre
neurial activities that the opportunity land ethic should playa less important role in
land use law?

Professor Richard Epstein, a strong defender of property rights, endorses the
traditional conception of property ownership as a "bundle of sticks": "[T]his
emphasis on the bundle of rights has been used by the advocates of strong prop
erty rights, like myself, to say that each stick in the bundle is entitled to equal
protection.... [T]he set of rights found in the traditional bundle of property
rights was far from arbitrary, as each sick in that bundle is needed to enhance
the value of the whole." Richard A. Epstein, How to Create-Or Destroy
Wealth in Real Property, 58 Ala. L. Rev. 741, 746 (2006). How important is the
connection between property rights and wealth creation? Is each stick in the
"bundle" - exclusion, possession, use, development, and disposition -essential
to achieve that goal?

5. 71u- SignifU'ance oJthe Muirian Ethic. Our developing understanding ofecology
plainly calls into question the self-<ontained notion of traditional property law,
including the "castle" mythology discussed in the Singer excerpt. For example,
we now know that species require sufficient habitat for their survival, but this habitat
may bear little relationship to the pattern of land ownership now extant. Should
the right to use land in private ownership be changed to reflect this ecological
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knowledge? ProfessorJoseph Sax ha.~ pointed out the significant implications that
this "economy of nature" poses for traditional property law:

Assuming no mmpensation and a willingness to look anew at the nature of rights in
land, what mighl propeny rights designed to accommodate both transfonnational
needs and the needs of nature's economy look like? They would, at the least, be char'
acterized by the following features:

I. Less focus on individual dominion, and the abandonment of the tr..ditional
"island" and "castle-and-moat" images of ownership.

2. More public decisions, becanse use would be detennined ecosystematicall)'.
rather than trdct by tract; or more decisions made on a broad. systemwide
private scale.

3. Increased ecological planning, because different kinds of lands have different
roles.

4. Affinnative obligations by owners to protect natural services, with owners func
tioning as custodians as well as self-benefitting entrepreneurs.

Joseph Sax, Property Rights and the Economy of Nature: Understanding Lucas Ii.

South Carolina Coastal Council, 45 Stan. L. Rev, 1433, 1451 (1993). If this type of
model were to become ascendant, can you envision what these "affirmative obliga
tions" to protect natural services would look like? How would government make
these types of decisions? Would the landowner be compensated for any loss of uses
resulting from the affirmative obligations?

Recently, a number ofstudies have evaluated the relationship between land use
decisions and reducing energy consumption as a response to global warming. They
conclude that changes in land-use policy must be part ofany effort to reduce carbon
emissions. Lawrence D. Frank, Sarah Kavage, and Bruce Appleyard, The Urban
Fonn and Climate Change Gamble: How Transportation and land Development
Affect Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Planning, Vol. 73 No.8 (Aug. I, 2007) (suggest
ing that "land-use and transportation planning that reduces vehicle demand is
crucial" to the response to global warming); Reid Ewing et at., Growing Cooler:
The Evidence on Urban Development and Climate Change (2007) (report spon
IOred by Urban Land Institute concluding that urban development is a key contrib
utor to climate change). Does the prospect of global warming reinforce the
"Muirian ethic"?

Consider also Professor Freyfogle's attempt to summarize the current state of
property rights. particularly his claim that American law has made "substantial
progress" in reconciling the private owner's desire for stable property norms and
the community's need to retain power. This conflict recurs throughout the book,
particularly in the dispute over when a developer's right to build has "vested" and
thU$ no regulation can obviate it. See Chapter 3 infra. Your view on when such rights
Ibould Yest may well reflect your underlying land "ethic," as Professor Bosselman
would tenn it.

In another article, Professor Freyfogle suggests that, for environmental policy
to succeed, "ordinary landowners and other citizens must be drawn into the pro
ca.ea by which land-use decisions are made." Eric T. Freyfogle, Owning the land:
Four Contemporary Narratives, 13 J. land Use & Envtl. L. 279. 307 (1998). He
concludes that such participation "can help landowners become more knowledge
-.ac about environmental problems." and the more such knowledge grows, the
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more likely the landowners are "10 see land-use restrictions as legitimate responses
to real problems, rather than as the corruption or dismantling of private rights." Jd.
In this casebook. vou will see numerous examples of public involvement in land use
decisions. and you can test this assertion for yourself.

6. TIll' f;thirs of ·Pa.ving POUulPr.l. • Market advocates suggest that increased envi
ronmental protectiou can occur through paymen15 to landowners. But an ethical
issue underlies this rhoice:

There are moral hazard problems when one pays for preveming pollution or obtaining
..cologiral ....nices. II lamwrs are rewarded for not polluting the river, does it nOI give
..very lanner an inr..ntive to become. or at least threaten to become, a polluter; This
Illay be most acute when th.. city pursues a selective purcha.se plan ... buying
t'asements onl, al the 1Il0Si degrdded spares. Now only thme who create public threats
receive paylllem lor thdr efl(,r\s. while farmers who care voluntarily for the public river
ret·..ive nothing. Still, the problem is general and creates strdtegic opportunities.
A Ii:..mleman farm ..r with no interest in development may threaten to snbdivide emi
rnnmentallv s..nsitive land, induce an offer to purch"".. most of th.. land in f.... or a
ronsl''''ation easelllelll. and cOlllinue to live happily in the middle, having lost nothing
he wanted hut also having enriched himself. ...

There is also a more fundamental concern. Paying pt"opl.. not to harm the emi
ronm..nt obsrures a basir issu.. of morality: polluters oughl to pay for the harm they
cause or bear the cost of pollution abatement. This principle captures a duty that we all
b..ar toward cr..alion and has shapt"d uur enviroomental law.... In addition, this
principle caplllrrs the notion that property rights do not include the unlimited
right 10 convert land and Water from their natural function to support life.

As you will see in this nook, the land use system now recognizes the rights of "third
parties" in land use disputes to an extent unheard of 50 years ago.

8. The Exclusion of ·Undesirabks. •Another critical aspect of the ethical questions
raised by land use regulation is the relationship between regulation and discrimi
nation. ProfessorJerry Fmg has charged that local control over land use has resulted
in the exclusion of what he terms "the "-Tong kind of people" -those excluded to
make a residential neighborhood seem desirable. Jeery Krug, The Geography of
Community, 48 Stan. L. Rev. 1047 (1996). Indeed, academics charge that this
type of exclusion was a driving force in the suburoanization of the United States.
Nicolle Stelle Garnett, Unsubsidizing Suburbia, 90 Minn. L. Rev. 459, 467 (2005)
(citing evidence that "early suburbanites' desire to separate themselves politically,
as well as geographically, from urban life (and immigrant and minority urban resi
dents) drove opposition to annexation in many communities"). In another recent
article addressing the information produced by the 2000 census, the authors argue
that current land-use rules "allow the ridt to exclude the poor from their jurisdic
tion and then to spend the money raised from local taxes on schools that admit only
local residents and on crime control techniques that protect these residents from
outsiders." David]. Barron and Gerald E. Fmg, The Census as a Call to Action, 29
Fordham Urb. L.]. 1387, 1388 (2002). 11 continues: "In other words, they allow
lOme people to g-ain privileges by isolating themselves from those across the city line
who want the same privileges." Jd.

Do you agree? Or do current land-use patterns merely reflect existing con
sumer preferences, as we might expect in a market economy?

~~

D. LAND USE AND ECONOMIC THEORY

Over the past three decades a considerable body of literature has grown in the
field known as "Law and Economics." See, e.g.• Richard Posner. EconomiC" Analysis of
Law (1998). These writings have attempted to examine the consistency between
recognized legal principles and the overriding criterion of microeconomic analysis:
the assurance ofeconomically efficient outcomes. Much of this literature is directly
relevant to land use, examining whether current land use rules either promote or
hinder economic efficiency. Indeed, one of the seminal articles in the field
addressed legal entitlemen15 from the perspective of what was, in essence. a land
use dispute. See Ronald Coao;e, The Problem of Social ('..ost, 3]. L. & Econ. 1 (1960).

Examining land use from an economic perspective provides a useful counter
pan to the viewpoint, discussed above, thaI land use is an "ethical" issue. In the two
excerpts discussed below, vou will see how the economist views land use regulation.
In particular, economic theory demonstrates how, at least from the standpoint of
efficiency, the initial "entitlement" to land use rights is irrelevant. No matter what
the entitlement, the parties will reach an economically efficient outcome-an out
come that achieves the result at the lowest possible cost. First, though, a brief word
about tenninology.

<. The economic theory we are concerned with addresses how marke15 take negative
ir externalities into account. These occur when the activity of one individual on landl im~ a cost on anot~erindividuaLFor exampl~: ifa lando~er mns a .Iarge pig f~rm
~ . on his or her propeny (m modem tennmology, a confined ammal feedmg operation,

l
·. "'~;' or WCAFO") , that operation could impose negative externalities on neighbors, such as

c:i!:Y..
J '.

[W]e should devdop an articulat..d sncial-<Jhlig-dlion nonn nOt only becaus.. it would
rationalize an irrational situation, oreven because it is a good idea; rather, we should do
so because we must. Political, cultnrdl. legal. and other realities I..ave us no rhoice. We
no longer have Ihe luxury of opemting with the "mythology" of propt"rlY as a free
standing, individually protective. socially acontexUlal entity. We must explicitly
acknowledge propt"rty's other side.

Laura S. Underkufller. Pmpeny As C,onstitutional Myth: Utilities and Dangers, 92
Cornell L. Rev. 12:~9, 1243 (2007),

But what is the scope of this social-obligation norm? Professor Beatley raises the
difficulty of determining "what the relevant moral community is." Looking at this
issue in the first sense that he discusses, the geographical sense. he asks whether one
is obligated to C'llllsider the effects of a land use decision only on the immediate
neighborhood or whether the residents of the region or perhaps the state also must
be considered. Think anollt this issue in terms ofstanding to litigate a decision. Who
should be allowed to challenge a local government decision? Only those living in
the community? Or should other, non-<:ommunity members be given such rights?

]. Peter Bynt.. , Property and Environment: Thoughts on an Evolving Relationship,
28 Han:.].L. & Pub. Pol'y 679, 687~8 (2005).

Do you agree a problem of moral hazard exists? If it does, do the benefi15 of
surh a system outweigh any dowllside?

7. Defining the Extl'flt of the Social Obligation. In another article not excerpted,
Professor Laura S. Undkumer suggests the need for recognition for the "social
oblig-ations" of ownership. She states:
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gravitate toward their highest value uses if exchange is pennitted. If voluntarily
exchanged, resources are shifted to those uses in which the value to the consumer,
as measured by the consumer's willingness to pay, is highest. When resources are
being used where their value is greatest, they are being employed efficiently; they
produce the largest possible output. On the basis of microeconomic arguments
those that allegedly reflect the behavior of finns and households-Posner, for
example, is convinced that "it may be possible to deduce the basic formal charac
teristics of law itself from economic theory";21 consequently he argues that "the
ultimate question for decision in many lawsuits is, what allocation of resources
would maximize efficiency?"22....

Now let us turn to externalities. An externality exists whenever the decision of
lOCh economic actors as a household or firm directly affects, through non-market
transactions, the utility or production functions of other economic actors. An exter
nality thus results as resources are exchanged in nonmarked situations commonly
involving involuntary exchange.

A simple example of externality is shown in Figure [I-I J. which depicts the
demand and marginal cost cUlVes for the product of a finn that emits smoke into
the air in the course of production (the latter also is the finn's supply CUlVe). The
market equilibrium output and price levels occur at points Q' and P'. Yet this equi
librium is not efficiem, for it does not consider the social cost imposed on residents
who live near the factory and who must bear the discomfort caused by the smoke. Ifwe
_wne that the discomfort to all the indi\~dualsequals T dollars per unit of produc
tion, then the full social marginal cost of production would be located T dollars above
the finn's private marginal cost curve. The efficient equilibrium would be at output
Iew:1 Qand price P. In this case, the firm must pay for its true costs of production (we
can asswne that the firm directly compensates the individuals in the community) ....

Q.

SMC = Social margiual COlit

PMC =Pri_ marginal COlit

FIIU"' 1-1

Q. P'

!1. Ibid.: 3911.
22. ltid.: ~20.
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15. William Blad..'I'lIl~. (:ommmlari" un llor Law of England. 4 ""I•. (n.p.• 176.'>-1769).
16. Smith. I\,.,dth of NallInu.
17. Jer~my Bentham, Tiorury ofI~/alion, R Hildreth, Ed. (n.p. 1864): 32!'>-326, 357.
18. Posner, Ewnomic Analysis of Law. :~ ed.: I.
19. Ibid.: 5.
20. Ibid.: 6.

noise or, most likely, bad smells. More prosaically, a church in a residential neighbor
hood can impose externalities if large numbers of cars use all the parking on a streeL

A related problem here is the question of the so-calIed tragedy of the commons.
This occurs when lands are available for use by the public. In a leading anicle by that
title, the author reasoned that individuals using a common area for grazing would
have an economic incentive to keep adding additional animals to their flocks. The
reason would be that, while the owner could keep all the benefit from that addi
tional anima\, the costs imposed by its grazing on the commons would be spread
throughout the other users of the commons. The result would be the destruction of
the commons caused by each individual user acting in his or her own self-interest.
See Garrett Hardin, The Tragedy of the Commons, 162 Science 1243 (1968).

The concepts ofexternalities and the tragedy of the commons plainly illustrate
the function of much ofland use regulation. It is a body oflaw intended in large pan
to avoid externalities and damage to common goods. It does so by granting entitle
ments to individuals who are allowed to undertake land uses. But the question
remains whether, in dealing with externalities, the current land use system selVes
the overriding purpose of economic efficiency.

With these thoughts in mind, consider the following two articles.

• WERNER S. HIRSCH, LAW AND ECONOMICS: AN
INTRODUCTORY ANALYSIS
6-7, 14-15, 22, 80-82 (Jet Ed. 1999)

LEGAL RULE FORMULATION

Rule fonnulation seeks to maximize or minimize some specified goal, often
allocative efficiency. Nonnative or welfare economics is ideally suited for this task.
This approach usually is applied after a failure to achieve a desired goal. Efforts are
thell undertaken to prescribe corrective solutions.

Efforts of rule fonnulation are in the rational intellectual tradition of William
Blackstone'S on the legal side and Adam Smith l6 on the economic side. They can
also be traced to Jeremy Bentham's utilitarianism, "in its aspect as a positive theory
of human behavior, ... another name for economic theory."17

A modern-day proponent is Posner. His view of the world of economics and to
no small extent oflaw includes the assumption "that man is a rational maximizer of
his ends in life,,,IH an assumption he correctly reminds us is "no stronger than that
most people in most affairs of life are guided by what they conceive to be their self
interest and that they choose means reasonably (not perfectly) designed to promote
it." 19 On the basis of this assumption, three major fundamental economic concepts
emerge.211 The first is the inverse relation between price and quantity; the second is
the economist's view of cost as opportunity cost, that is, the price that the resources
consumed in making (and selling) the seller's product would command in their
next best use - the alternative price; and the third is the tendency of resources to
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PROPERTY RiGHTS

The concept of propert\" righL~ relate~ to the set of privileges and responsibil
ities accorded to a person in relation to the owning of p.-operty in generdl and real
property in particular. These rights are determined by a long history of property
laws, whether common laws or statutO!)' laws. The right to property is the power to

exdude others from or give them access to a benefit or use of the particular object.
An elaborate system of property, liability, and inalienability rules exisL~ to bolster an
owner's claim to the property or good. Property rights to an unexplored area, such
as the moon or the sea, are determined by international agreements entered into by
bodies that have the power to enforce them. A mere individual without the coercive
power ofgovernment could not hope to enfOl'ce a claim to, foe example, the Atlantic
Ocean,

The presence of property rights furnishes incentives to use resources effi
cientl\'. Given a legal system that enforces propert)· rights, holders can ha\'e
confidence that they will obtain reltlrns from tlte lise of property.

Undec what conditions is a system of property rights efficient? The
cOllditiollS inclnde universality, exclusivity, and transferability. UnivPrwlity
implies that all resources should be owned by someone. ExdusillitJ is defined
as the right to exclude people who might want to take part of the property.
Trll1l.5!prability provides for voluntary exchanges that in general are value
cnhancing. ' ..

Zoning is an area thaI lends itself 1I10re than some others to economic
analysis. , .. [Z]oning involves the division of land into districts or zones having
diflerell\ regulations. These regulations impose legal comtraints under whidl
the land market must operate and rights and entitlements can he exchanged.
The constraints are made in accordance with a comprehensive plan, ostensibly
designed to promote the health. safelY, and general welfare of the
population....

Efficiency of resource allocation and equity in income distribntion are major
considerations. The efliciency issue arises because, in the presence of externalities,
land use controls in gener-al and zoning in particular are designed to improve
resource allocation. A major task is to assess the extent to which zoning does or
does not accomplish this objective.

The equity issue arises because of direct and indirect inlluences of zoning.
Direct inflnences relate to zoning's reallocation of rights and entitlemenLs, with
the result that some parties gain and others luse. At the same time, there are indirect
effects because zoning influences patterns of local government finance, which in
turn affect the distribution of im'ome or at least the ability of local govemment~ 10

redistrihute iucome....
Microeconumic theo!)' can offer some further helpful insights - for example,

i1l\0 the relation between zoning and neg-dtive externalities. According to economic
theory, the separation of land uses increases the efficiency of propeny markets to
Ihe extent lhat it causes the price of the parcel of land to equal iL~ tnle marginal
product without causing the prices of equal parcels of land to differ. Thus, for a
zoning ordinance to increase the efliciency of the local property market, it should
remove any externalities that exist and yet do so withotll artificially constraining the
supply of land in any giwn use. However. , . increasing efficiency of land use in this
manner is nOI easy.

.,

."

;~..
1\;.

• WILLIAM A. FISCHEL, THE ECONOMICS OF ZONING
LAWS: A PROPERlY RIGHTS APPROACH
TO AMERICAN LAND USE CONTROLS
82-90 (1985)

THE PULP MILL EXAMPLE AND EFfiCIENCY

TIlE CONTROVERSY

... A wood pulp manufacturing company sought to locate a mill along the
Connecticut River in New Hampshire. Mter brielly testing the political sl'ntiments
of several towns, it purchased an option to buy a large farm in a town of ahout three
thousand people.... The company needed the town government \0 reLOne the

property from <lgricnltural to industriaL
Even though the mill might not have contrihuted to regional air or water pol-

lution, it would still have created a number of l()(:aliud nuisances that ('aused lIIany
townspeople to object to the rezoning proposal. These nuisam'es induded the
odors from the mill, the heavy truck tramc, and the dismptions to small-town life
occasioned by the influx of nc\\'comers who would work in the mill.

TIlE MILL'S VALUATIONS

The mill's production process generates some fumes that must be disposed of
somehow, An inexpensive way for the mill owner is to deposit them in the atmo
sphere. In this sense, the atmosphere is an input to producing pulp, just as trees,
labor, trucks, and chemicals are inputs to producing the product. Like the use of
other resources, the use of the atmosphere ran be conserved if the mill's owner has

lOme incentive to do so... ,
Figure [1-2]'s horizontal axis is labeled "Use ofAtmosphere Index." On the left

side, it is as polluted (in the sense of foul odors) as is profitable for the mill; on the
right it is perfectly pure. If we assume that degrees of pollution, the complement of
air purity, can be measured accurately and easily, then there are, for the sake of
argument, five degrees of air pollution or purity. To 11\0ve from point I to point 2
(i.e., to reduce odors around the village) the mill owner takes some relatively inex
pensive steps: he attaches some filters to major smokestacks and reduces some of the
chemical spillage around the faclol). Let us say that these steps cost $25. :'Ilow
consider a further reduction in pollution, from point 2 to point 3. This requires
a more costly adjustment. (It cannot be less costly; if it were, the finn would havl'
done it first.) The factol) may tl) a more expensive process using less sulfuric acid, it
may pay a premium for types of wood that do not need so much processing, and it
may cut back operations during temperature inversions. This costs an additional
$50, To move from point 2 to point 3 costs the mill $50, but to move from

point I to point 3 cosLs the mill $75 (= $25 + $50) ....
Moving from point 3 to point 4 involves still greater expense (special precipi

tators, severely reduced operating hours, hiring more labor to monitor contain
ments), of $75 extra. Moving from point 4 to point 5 involves looking for the
IlCXt-best site-not locating there at all-at a cost of an additional $100.

mE VIllAGE'S VALUATIONS

Now consider the village residents who (alone) are affected by lhe atmospheric
pollution. What is good-smelling air worth to them? Using Figure [1-3], whose axes
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F'JgUre 1-4
Mills' (M) versus Villagers' (V) Valuation of the Atmospheft

Figure I-~

Village Residents' Valuation of the Atmosphere

opposed to point 5, is $175. and the villagers' valuation of point 3 as opposed to

point 1 is $225. The total vdluation is thus $400 (= $ 175 + $225), greater than that of
either point I or point 5. It is also greater than the total valuation at point 4 ($375)
or point 2 ($350), though either of these is preferable to the endpoints....

Pun,

Vie of Atm08pbeno Index

Polluted

~."

The next step in the analysis is to superimpose Figure [1-2] on Figure [1-3],
which is done in Figurt> [1-4J. This allows us to determine the point on the use of the
atmosphere index that produces maximum valuation of air resources. The villagers
would prefer point 5, the pure atmosphere. Their total \-dluation of point .'i, as
compared with point I, is $300 (= $125 + $100 + $50 + $25).

The mill owners would prefer an entitlement to point I. Their valuation of the
right to unrestrained use of the village's air (point I) as compared with point 5, is
$250 (= $25 + $50 + $75 + $1(0). This is less than the $300 valuation the residents
would pUI on th.. opposite extremum. If points I and 5 were the only choices. the
mill should not locate tl1<'re.

If all of the poinLs were realistic choices, then point 3 would produce the
maximum valuation of the atmosphere. The mill's preference for point 3 as

VALUE MAXIMtZATtON, COST MtNIMtZATION

Figure 1-2
The Mill Owner's Valuation of the Atmosphere

are the same a_ \hose in Figure [1-2], begin at the len side again. where the air is
(hvpothetically) heavily polluted by the mill's fumes. What would it be worth to the
villa~ers, alllOgether. to reduce pollution from point I to point 2? Let us say $125.
This might be inferred from increased housing values as the place became more
plt-asant (assuming the mill had already located thne), but one must confess even at
this early stage in the analysis that the collective value is difficult to determine: "I'd
give one dollar to have a lillie less of those fumes," says one of the 125 villagers. and
the sentiment is unanimous.

Suppose now that the villagers desire to have the facto I)' reduce the pollUlion
still more, from point 2 to point 3. That is worth $100. Why less than $125? Because
of the law of diminishing marginal utility: reducing pollution when the air is usually
pure is less compelling than reducing pollution when the air is palpably foul.

Using the same hypothetical procedure, we arrive at the remaining dollar
valut>s in Figure [1-3J ....
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ENTITLEMENTS AND EXCHANGE: THE COASE THEOllEJl •••

Assume that the state government expliciLly authorizes the municipality to
make any kind of deal that it wants with the mill. It will freely enforce any arrange
ment seuled on voluntarily. Assume also that the valuations of both panies ofthe use
of the atmosphere (Figure [1-4]) are known to both sides.

Now we state a seemingly remarkable result, known as the Coase theorem.
Point 3 in Figure [14], the use of the atmosphere that produces the maximum
valuation, will be obtained regardless of whether the factory is initially entitled to
pollute (point I) or the villagers are originally entitled to pure air (point 5). Under
our assumptions, in other words. the initial distribution of resource entitlements has
no effect 011 the outcome, and the outcome maximizes the social valuation of the
resource....

THE COASE THEOREM GENERALIZED •••

DIVISIBLE ENTITLEMENTS •••

I noted earlier thai economists' trammg makes them think of several
alternative assignments. A lawyer's training suggests much the same thing.
A common metaphor in property law is that property is a "bundle of sticks."
The implication is that one can split up entitlement bundles in many ways: private
agreements to divide property can involve covenants, easements, and other
"equitable servitudes" that divide an interest. Nuisance law and zoning law can
also be thought of as dividing up entitlements between the public and private
landowners.

Notes and Comments

1. Zoning and Ejjineney: Point and CuunterpoinL Economic theory allows the evalu
ation of zoning againsl the principal nonn offered by microeconomics: efficiency.
A principal aim of zoning is to avoid land use conflicts that are nuisance-like in nature.
Accordingly. an economist would a.~k whether the gains made in avoiding such conflicts
are greater than the costs that the land use system imposes, and whether they are better
than the land use situation that would occur as a result of unfettered operation of the
private market.

Some economists have concluded that zoning is not superior. In a leading
anicle, Professor Robert Elliclson sums up the "case against" zoning as follows:

These locational decisions [imposed through zoning] unquestionably reduce the
nuisance costs that would occur if land uses were randomly distributed. Nonzoning
allocations. however. may also be better than random. Urban land markets auto
matically reduce nuisance costs far below the level that would be found with
random land us... distribution. Industrial plants are not attracted 10 prime resid...n
tial areas; instead, they naturally congregate along railroad tracks,just where zoning
is likely to put them.... It is difficult to disagree ... that a nonzoning system
seems to have allocated these uses as efficiently as any zoning scheme could
hav.... Thus, even if a zoning system is more efficient than random land use. it
does not necessarily follow that it reduces nuisance coSb more than the market
mechanism.
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Robert C. Ellickson, Alternatives to Zoning: Covenants, Nuisance Rules, and Fines as
lAnd Use Controls, 40 U. Chi. L. Rev. 681, 693-694 (197~).

In turn, others have argued that, given the nature of environmental problems
in today's world, ownership ofland cannot fulfill the preconditions that economists
set for a privatized solution to land use problems:

But, ecosystems are not easily defined or delineated. They consist of vast ne!Works of
connections and dependencies between species, habitats, and geological formations.

Once one takes seriollsly the task of internalizing within property boundaries the
myriad externalities caused by the vast network of ecosystem connections and inter
dependencies that criss-cross th... landscape, the necessary parcels begin to appear
unimaginably large....

The prevalence of large events produced by land use activities m"kes the market
solution untenable as well. A crucial component of the market solution 10 the tragedy
of the commons is that all those affected by the externality be involVed in the Coasian
negotiation. But, where the numbers of people affected are large. transaclion costs
lend 10 be prohibitive.

Furthermore, regardless of whether land uses implicate small, medium, or large
events, Ellickson's model also fails to account for the considerable extent to which
inadequate information about ecological systems prevents landowners from making
wel&re-maximizing decisions regarding land use.

Amy Sinden, The Tragedy of the Commons and the Myth of a Private Property
Solution, 78 U. Colo. L. Rev. 533, 591-92 (2007). Are the practical difficulties of a
private solution so large as to call for goventment regulation?

2. Eanwmic Analysis and Information. Following up on the "lack of infonnation"
point made by Professor Sinden: To make an efficient decision, a consumer must have
accurate information about the choice before her. One of the assumptions of micf(~
economic theory is that consumers have "perfect infonnation" in making decisions.
To the extent that they do not, government intervention may correct that imbalance.

Consumer choices, of course, have important implications for land use. For
example, the materials set forth above in this chapter concerning the census show
the great migration to the suburbs that has occurred and continues to occur. Con
lUmel"ll, presumably, are simply exercising their preference for cheaper housing in
theae areas and the amenities that go with it, and they are willing to put up with
longer commutes to do so. What if, however, they are acting on flawed or incom
plete infonnation? See Mark S. Davies, Understanding Sprawl: Lessons from Archi
tecture for Legal Scholars, 99 Mich. L. Rev. 1520, 1527 (2001) (suggesting "the
possibility that consumer errors are contributing to sprawl" and that the field of
"behavioral law and economics" may help scholars understand sprawl).

!l. Ouemgulation and Efficiency. One of the key insights of economic theory is its
tendency to look at "mid-points" rather than all or nothing alternatives. For
example. the most efficient land use solution to a noise problem may not be to
completely ban it at a given location. Rather, efficiency might dictate that noise
Ihould be slightly reduced, and the neighboring buildings should have double
paned windows. See William A. Fischel, A Property Rights Approach to Municipal
Zoning, 54 lAnd Econ. 64 (1978) (noting that "[e]mpirical investigations by several
economists suggest that zoning tends to exclude land uses which have rather small
effects on neighboring properties"). Given that land use is a political decision at the
1oca11evel, are politicians more prone to less-efficient "an or nothing" solutions?
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4. Entillnnmts and 1M Coose Theurnn. As explained in the anicles excerpted
above, Coase's great insight was that the parties would reach the same efficient
solution through bargaining no mauer which party to a land use dispute is given
the initial "entitlement" or right to use. See Roben C. Ellickson, Order Without
Law: How Neighbors Seule Disputes (1991) (noting "a central proposition of law
and economics [the Coase Theorem) that ponrays people as bargaining to mutual
advantage from whatever staning points the legal system has bestowed on them").
Does this conclusion mean that the law should be indifferent as to who receives such
entitlements? \\'hat about considerations of equity? Or concerns about
discrimination?

Consider. for example, the famous case of SPUT Industries, Inc. v. D"l E. Webb
[)(,lIelopmm/ Co., 494 P.2d 700 (Ariz. 1972). A developer built a retiremem commu
nity next to a large agricuhural feedlol. Then, after the noise and smells from the
feedlot bothered the residents, the developer sued the feedlot owner on the
grounds that the kedlot was a nuisance. The coun held that the feedlot did con
stitute a nllisalKe. From a Coasian perspective, that should end the mauer-the
parties could then negotiate to reach an efficient solution. The coun, however,
ordered the developer to pay damages to the feedlot owners that would cover the
expense of relocating. ArKlJably, the distributional effects of the initial legal enti
tlement drove the coun's holding in this regard. See gmt'Ta~~, James E. Krier and
Stewan J. Schwab, Propeny Rules and Liability Rules: The Cathedral in Another
Light, 70 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 440, 447 (1995) (suggesting that both "efficiency" and
'Justice" bear on who should be awarded the initial entitlemem).

5. Land Use Regulation and Public Goods. Another key concept in economic theory
is that of the "public good." If the developer of a good cannot leg-ally protect it,
others known as "free riders" may use it freely. Because of this problem, society may
not produce such goods in the quamities that are needed.

Land use planning and regulation can be seen as a means of ensuring that
public goods are produced in sufficiem amounts. See ChristopherJ. Weber, Public
Choice, Pigouvian and Coasian Planning Theory, 35 Urb. Studies 53, 54 (l99R)
("Land-use planning produces several types of public goods ... in its comrol of
urban developmem. II reserves land for public utilities and social infrastructure:
the market would underallocate.... It produces policies for minimizing external
ities (local spiJIover costs): ... the market would undersupply such agreemt"nts
largely because of the transaction costs of making and enforcing them ...").

A recem anicle suggested that a large number of ecosystem public goods t"xist.
James Salzman, Creating Markets for Ecosystem Services: Notes from the Field, 80
N.Y.lI. L. Rev. 870 (2005) ("We have no shortage of markets for most ecosystem
goods (such as clean water and supplies), but the ecosystem services undt"rpinning
these goods (such as water purification and pollination) are free.... [T)hert" are
not direct price mechanisms to signal the scarcity or degradation of these public
goods umil they fail. ...") Is government regulation or the creation of a "market"
for these services a beuer solution?

6. Implicalio"s ofEconomic Analysis. Economic analysis is a tool that can be used to

make judgments about whether various land use regulations produce gains in the
public interest. As you read the materials in the hook, economic analysis will suggest
a preference fOl' certain kinds of processes as well. For example, the economist
would favor bargaining between panies that will result in a more optimal or efficiem
result. Thus, the economist would likely favor the recent trend in land use law,

examined in detail in Chaptt"r 10, toward the use of "development agreemenL~"that
result from bargaining between developers and local governments. See Donald C.
Guy &James E. Holloway, The Recapture of Public Value on the Tennination of the
Use ofC,ommercial Land under Takings Jurisprudence and Economic Analysis, 15
B.Y.U. J. Pub. L. 183, 217-218 (2001) (noting economists' preference for market
based solutions such as developmem agreements).

E. THE PLAYERS IN THE REGULATORY PROCESS

One fundamental aspect of the current regulatory system is the location of
governmental power. Unlike many other areas of modem law in which the federal
government has played a key role, land use regulation remains principally a maUer
for local governments. It is critical for the student to recognize the implications of
this institutional arrangement. For example, many importam regulatory decisions in
American society are emrusled to adminisu-ative agencies, often located at the state
or federal level. Land use decisions, in contrast, are made by elected officials at the
local level.

Cities vary widely in their circumstances-and thus in their attitudes toward
land use issues. Consider the following types of cities identified by the National
League of Cities in a recem repon.

• NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES, FROM
MELTINGPOT CITIES TO BOOMTOWNS:
REDEFINING HOW WE TALK ABOUT
AMERICA'S CITIES
1 (2005)

• Spread cities represent the largest proportion of cities and are characterized
by low densities, few households with children, and few immigrant residents.
Many of these are core cities in medium~ized. low-<lensity metropolitan
areas, while others are larger suburbs. Examples ofspread cities are LaCrosse,
Wisconsin; GreenviJle, South Carolina; and PineJlas Park, Florida.

• Gold cOtlSt cities have older, wealthier, and educated populations and tend
to be suburban communities in metropolitan areas. Walnut Creek,
California (San Francisco Bay Area), Coral Gables, Florida (Miami-Fort
Lauderdale-Miami Beach Area) and \\'healon; Illinois (ChicaglrNaper
viUe-Joliet Area) are examples of gold coast cities.

• Metro centers are larger, core cities in metropolitan areas that are divt"rse
and have an older housing stock. Norfolk, Virginia and Tacoma, Washing
ton are metro centers.

• Meltiagpot cities are diverse, dense cities that have many families with young
children. MeJtingpot cities are predominantly located in the Pacific region,
and examples include Hawthorne and Norwalk, California.

• Boomtowos are characterized by rapid population growth, young housing
stock, wealthy residents, and families with children. Gilben, Arizona and
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma are examples of boomtowns.
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• Centervilles are plimalily corl:" cities in micropolilan areas and are the smal
lest and least dense citit"s in the study. This category shl:"ds more light on the
nl:"w Ollice of Managl:"melll and Budget (OMB) catl:"gory of micropolilan
arl:"as. AlLhough thl:"sl:" cities are similar to principal cities of ml:"tropolilan
arl:"a in that they perform morl:" urban-like functions, they still maintain their
rural charaetl:"r. Paducah, Kl:"lllucky and Richmond, Indiana are centervilll:"s.

Pen:8IIt of Cities in Each Type
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Having several thousand local governmenL~ in\'olved in planning over the vast
land area of the United States may not seem significant. In heavily popUlated and
growing an'as, however, vinually all local governments are likely to be involved in
their own separate planning and land use decisions....

As if the system ofland use controls itself were not complicatt'd enough, the task
assigned LO that system poses enormlllLS difficulties. Through the planning proct'ss, a
local govemmelll attempts to plan for the LL~ ofland within it~.iurisdiction.Most oflhal
land is privately ownt'd, and lIlany landowners have no idea what they will do ,,;th their
land in the future. Some are happy farming it now and have no plans to do anything
else, although ont' or more oftht'm may cheeli'ully sell out 10 a dt'Yeloper within a year
or a decade. Other landmmers may be holding the land primarily lor inyestmenl. ...

A local governmenl must try 10 plan lilr Ihe future of such land, eVl:"n Ihough its
ownen, who are more illlimately familiar wilh it, have no plans, impJ'actical plans,
impossible plans, or plans thaI simply may change. Although some local planners
would resolve Ihat situation by simplY diclating fulure land ust's 10 private owners,
residents of Ihe II niled Slates relate closely \0 land, emotionally as well a~ financially
and legally: and they generally rt'selll perceived intrusions on their ownership
righls.... TIlliS, although lIlost responsible owners recognize the need for some
system of controls as a pan of creating an orderly soci.. tv, th.. polilical bllTden of
proof generallv rt'mains on the local gm'enmlent to demonstrale why a particular
reslriction is necessary and reasonable. The system itself thus T('mains. in mosl cases,
largely a reactive one.

Thl:" nl:"xt excnpt illlroduces you to the gm'l:"rnmenlal jurisdictions that regu
late land use at thl:" local leve\.

• ERIC DAMIAN KELLY, MANAGING COMMUNITY
GROWTH: POLICIES, TECHNIQUES AND IMPACTS
8-11 (211 Ed. 2()(J())

Planning and land use control in the United Slates lake place largdy at the local
government Il:"vel (a small number of slates are also heavily involved in plan
ning ... ). Thl:" United Slates conlains more than 3100 counties and 19,000 munic
ipalities. Not all local governmenls are active in planning. Many municipalities are
too small: 70 percent of the tOlal (about 13,(00) serve fewer than 2500 people;
another 19 percem (about 3700) serve more than 2500 but fewer than 10,000.
Few of the very small local govemmenls are likely LO be active in planning, although
some cenainly are. Vinually all municipalities with populations of more than
25,OOO-numbering about fOOO-have some son of land use controls.

Coulllies panicipate in the land use control system in some states. In other
states counties have lillie or no land use authority.... Allowing for all those local
goverumellls that do not exercise such power, it is safe to estimate that well over
300() local gO\'ernments in the United Slates are involved in planning decisions, and
perhaps as many as 10,0011.

k

As for all otht'r npes of lawyers, a critical issne lor lal\(i use lawyers is
understanding the background and make-up of the decisiollmaking body a~ well
as the motivations and hackgrounds of others who participate in the process. Within
the local government art' \·al;ons "players" that affect the Ollll'ome of a land use
decision. The followin!!; nOle summarin's "who's who" at the local governmenllevel.

A Note on the Participants in the Land Use Process

Municipalities. The chief decisionmaking body Oil the local ~overnmeul level is
the city or town council. Some localities have a mayor who is elected. while others
hire a ~ity manager to manage Ihe municipal govl:"l~lmenl.The number of individ
uals on the council can vary; five is a typicalnurnber, but some art' larger. Some cilies
elect city council members on a Cil)'Wide basis: others dh;de the municipality inLO
districls, with a single conl1cihnt'mbfT reprt'senlin!!; a geographical section of the
city. The district method is most common iu larger cities.

Members of Ihe council (which Ihis note will call coullcilmembers for
convenience) play tht' central role in land liSt' decisions. Tht' land use practilioner
must always keep in mind that these are politicians, and thus a.... cOl1cerned ,,;th
elections (and re-elections) as well ,,;th tht' "fact~" of political life. A councilmem
ber, for example. may be looking to seek higher elective office laler, and thus may be
bUilding alliances with various political ulIlslilllencies (although the vast majUlity of
council positions are officially nonpartisan, not party affiliated). In general. coun
cilmembers receivt' relatively little remnnel-ation for serving on the council.
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• MIKE E. MILES, GAYLE BERENS, &: MARC A. WEISS,
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT: PRINCIPLES AND

PROCESS
6 (2d ed. 2(07)

Finally, if the land in question is "unincorporated," i.t"., has not bt"t"u allllext"d
(made a part of) a city,jurisdiction OWl' a land use apprm'al on that land will lit" "1th
the coun!)·. Once again. tht"st" decision makers are likt"ly to ht" elected officials
county commissiont"rs. supen1sors, or tht" like. The conntit"s art" often largt"r gt"o
graphic areas (with a nllmber of cities in them); accordingly, the elected oflicials
may havt" larger CO\lCenlS in mind than those of councilmt"mhers ill a cit\'. HOWt"\'t"r.
because land lise disputes are often controversial, their Mder .iurisdiction ilia, nOI

translate into less attention givt"n to the land liSt" proposal.
Citium Groll!)S ariel Businen Grou!)\. As yon will set" latt"r in this book. cilia'ns

have become \1g0roUS participants in tht" land lise approval process. Often tht"Y \\111
organize into a specific group oppost"d to a partinl1ar pn~ect. III dirt"ct tontraH'n
tion may be otllt"r groups who exprt"ss Sllpport for a project. For exam pit", a local
union may Sllpport a developmt"nt because of tht" jobs it \\111 htillg, or housillg
advocates may Sllpp0rt a proposal becallst" it will bring low or lIIodt"ratc ill come

housing.
One grollp stands out in influt"lIce: "neighborhoods." In Ollt" poll Council-

mt"mbt"rs cited this "interest group" as ha\1ng far and away the largt"sl inlluellct"

on council decisions.
Consider the folltm1ng eight-stage model of rt"al t"statc dt"\dopmcllt:

l
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Councilmt"mben; are, in gent"ral, well-educatt"d. As of 200 I, 75 percent of them
had a collegt" dt"gree, and 40 percent of them had a professional or graduatt" dt"grt"e.
Councils draw heavily from tht" business, management, and professional occupa
tions. St,mt" councilmt"mbers mav bt" la\')'t"rs, ct"rtainl)', but in all likelihood others
will have no It"g"d.ltraining. See, gnlera/ly,James H. SVd.ra, Two Dt"cades of Continuitv
and Change in Amctican City Councils (2003). Almost all will have gotten their start
hv voluntet"ring at tht" local level, oftt"n through local citizens groups or neighhor
hood councils. They care dt"t"ply about the community in which they lin', but they
rna\' not always agrt"e in their political viewpoints. For examplt", SOIllt" mt"mbers may
be pro-growth, while others take a slow-groWlh stance.

The Plml1lingStajf The municipal staff is also critically importantlO tht" land nst"
practitiont"r. Thert" will bt" a planning dirt"ctor and a planning staff that will work on
am developmt"nt application made in that jurisdiction. The stafr may have previ
ouslv cOlllplt"tt"d a gt"neral plan for the jurisdiction. Tht" staflwill also be divided up
illlo spt"cialtit"s. For examplt", one memher may handle subdivisions, while another
specializes in commercial buildings.

The relationship between the councilmembers and the starr hears auention.
Siuce tht" council employs the planning director, in many instanct"s it will have a
gTt"at deal of respect/or positions taken by the director. In other cases, local politics
may ha"t" madt" the planning dirt"Clor less influential. Still, the planning director
and dt"partment can be viewed as a neutral body; thus, their recommendation on a
proposal can be critical.

The Pumning Commission. Most 10caljllJisdictions also have planning commis
sions whose mt"mbt"rs art" appointed by tht" council. In some municipaliries, a coun
cilmt"mber and a commissioner may bt" responsible for a specific part of the
jurisdiction. And iu jurisdictions of any size, appointments \0 the planning commis
sioner art" covt"ted. To gain an appointment, members usually must haw engaged in
community activity beforehand (again, perhaps as a member ofa citizens group or a
voluntt"er on city committt"es), and thns have acquirt"d a rt"putation.

In gt"neral, planning commissioners \1t"W tht"mselves as much mort" "neutral" than
councilmember.>. Tht"y havt" far less ofa political agenda, and tht"y are likely to devote
considt"rable time to stndy1ng land use proposals. They \\111 see themselvt"s as compiling
the needed information for a sound decision, t"ven if thev know that (as is often the
case) thc council rauler than the planning commission is the final dt"cision makt"r.

The Municipal Allami') and the Zoning Administrator. The municipality will net"d
It"gal advice, which is obtained from the city or town attorney. Larger jurisdictions
\\111 haw a number ofattomeys that work full-timt" for the city with offices at city hall.
Smallt"r jurisdictions may have ont" attorney, or tht"y may contract \\1th an oULside
law finn for sen1ces. Givcn the increasingly complex legal issues that arise in land
use disputt"s, tht" municipal lawyer's role is critical in advising the planning commis
siont"rs and councilmembers.

Some jurisdictions also have a zoning administrator who may handle such
mauers as requests for certain permits. This person in all likelihood will be a city
employee with considerable t"xperienct" and sawy.

Other (rinlf"nlme1ltal Organiwtions. Finally, as noted above, otht"r governmental
organizations may playa role in tht" decisionmaking process. For t"xample, if a
dt"velopt"r seeks subdivision approval, a water district, a st"wage district. and a school
district may review the proposal and comment on it. Moreover, approval of certain
regional bodies may ht" necessar~v in addition to the municipal appl'Oval.
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Notes and Comments

F. ORGANIZATION AND THEMES OF THIS CASEBOOK

1. Organi%ation: The Structure of the Book

Figure I~

The Eigbt-Stage Model of Real Estate Development

context. The materials emphasile the theoretical foundation for contemporary
regulation and tonch on the most controversial and significant applications of
land use law doctrine. In line with this approach, with the exception of a selected
group of "classic" cases of which every student of land use must be aware, the cases
selected for nse in the book are of very recent vintage. The goal is to put you in the
midst of the currents of issues swirling through land use regulation as it is now

practiced throughout the country.
At the outset, we urge you to spend a few minutes thinking about the overall

stmcture of the book and how the five parts relate to each other. Part Two of the
materials begins with the basic building blocks of public regulation. Thus, Chapter ~
covers zoning and its various permutations, while Chapter 3 is an ovemew 01 the
administration of subdivision regulation. Chapter 4 deals with the financing 01
infrastmcture, and Chapter 5 lays out the role that the comprehensive planning
process plays in regulation. Together, these five chapters constitute the foundation
of modern land use regulation. You will encounter variations on these tools as you

confront issues covered in later chapters.
With the basic tools of land use regulation in mind, Part Three 01 the book

turns to the limits of land use regulation, which take several different fonns. First,
Chapter 6 looks at the various doctrines that govern judicial review of local land
use decisions. Issues include review of the procedures followed by local govern
ments, the use and misuse of litigation (by opponents and proponents), and the
availabilitv of relief in the federal courts. Chapter 7 builds on the discussion of
infrastmcture financing in Chapter 4 by completing the analysis of the Takings
Clause found in the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. This clause estab
lishes most of the onter constitutional boundaries of land use regulation. In Chap
ter 8, we turn to another set 01 constitutional limits that may not immediatelv
suike you as related to land use: the limits found in the First Amendment's
protections of freedom of speech and freedom of religion. Finally, the last two
chapters of this part look at limits of a different sort. Chapter 9 focuses on the
restrictions that the regional, state, and federal governments place on local gov
ernmental control of land use. Chapter III then asks the student to step back and
consider alternatives to the model of land use control that presently is dominant.
Since we may well be in a state of transition from a legislative or adjudicative
model of land use controls to one based on bargaining, this chapter provides a

critical bridge to the future.
Part Four of the book centers on the critical tradeofl between providing

housing and controlling growth. Chapter II covers the issues presented by the
contemporary growth management policies that are increasingly followed in various
jurisdictions. Chapter 12 then addresses the means now found in land use law for
securing a sufficient supply of housing, particularly housing for those of low or

moderate income.
The last part of the book then turns to how the land use system effectnates

specific policy ohjectives. Here you will especially encounter cutting edge issues
often seen in the daily newspaper. Chapter 13 examines those laws established to

prevent discrimination and to ensure equal opportunity in the land development
process. Chapter 14 focuses on environmental protection, with particular emphasis
on how federal and state laws designed to protect the environment have affected the
development of land. Chapter 15 addresses planning issues in redevelopment,
e~phasizingeconomic development and issues ofanticompetitiveness in land plan
mng regulation. Chapter 16 addresses the siting of unpopUlar land uses, while
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1. Other Players. Of course these are not the only "players" in the land use field.
For a famous, if now somewhat dated, look at the players in the land use business,
see Richard F. Babcock book, The Zoning Game (\966). A recent, humorous "tran
script" of proceedings before a fictional city is R. Marlin Smith, Proceedings Before
the Planning and Zoning Board of the City of San Cibola, ALI-ABA Land Use
Institute: Planning, Regulation, Litigation, Eminent Domain and Compensation,
Aug. 25-27, 2005. For another humorous look that is a bit older, consult Tom
Paine, Unapproved Minutes of the Carthage, Vennont, Zoning Board ofAdjustment,
Harper's Magazine, Apr., 1998, at 77.

2. Administrative Law. Because most land use decisions are made by governmen
tal bodies, the lawyer practicing in this field must be aware of the general procedures
that local government entities follow in making decisions. They must also be cog
nizant of the principles that courts apply in reviewing such decisions. Much of this
body of law is covered in the law school course on administrative law.

The casebook is designed to provide the student with a comprehensive
understanding of the law of land use regulation in a practical, contemporary



2. Themes

Chapter 17 concludes the book by looking at how the land use system is used to
protect aesthetic values.

While the casebook is organized in chapters that cover discrete topics, you will
lind certain themes in the materials that recur throughout the book. These themes
create a different type of lens through which to examine the workings of land use
regulation.

ThR Bimejits and Dangr-rs ofDiscretion. Perhaps the most obvious recurring theme
is the benefits and dangers of the discretion that land use law confers on local
government. Because of the need to identifY the environmental harms and infra·
structure costs generated by individual projects, land use regulation has evolved to
establish legislative and administrative techniques for deciding whether to approve
those projects. These techniques allow local governments to exercise a great deal of
discretion in making those decisions. In addition to authorizing the local govern
ment to approve or reject the project, the land use regulatory system also allows the
government to impose permit conditions, including conditions to mitigate identi
fied environmental harms or identified infrastructure needs, to alter the project and
its site design, to mandate other improvements, and to require the developer to
finance facilities. The authority to exercise this discretion is found in subdivision
ordinances, laws establishing review procedures for site plans, and enactments sub
jecting development to permitting requirements.

With the exercise of this type ofvast discretion, however, comes the danger that
this power will be exercised arbitrarily. Students must carefully consider whether
such discretion is advisable and how the legal system can be structured to ensure
that it is exercised properly.

The Dynamic Nature of Land Use &gulatWn. Another important theme is the
dynamic nature of land use regulation. Almost every area comprising the field of
land use regulation is undergoing evolutionary changes. These changes reflect not
only the rapidly evolving discipline of land use planning, but also the changes in law
imposed by the courts on judicial review and the perennial modification of proce
dures and standards by state legislatures. All of this activity means that practitioners
in this field must not only keep current on the law, they must demonstrate flexibility
in changing their techniques to reflect these changes. The ability to recognize
trends and take advantage of rapidly changing circumstances becomes critical.

Land Use and thR Difficulty of Auaining Prescribed Goals. Land use regulation is
often asked to achieve goals that may be very difficult for communities to attain. ·For
example, the land use regulatory process must secure sufficient housing for all
segments of the community while, at the same time, providing environmental pro
tection and saving open space. If goals such as these are in conflict, as they often are,
attaining them is not possible.

In addition, the political nature of the regulatory process can impede rational
efforts to attain goals. For example, the political positions adopted by local politi
cians during an election may greatly restrict their flexibility in solving problems.
State law may establish goals contrary to those held by the politician's political base
of support. When that clash occurs, the outcome is quite predictable: the political
position will win out, perhaps to the detriment of larger society.

41

The Tmsion &tween Retrulatory Methods and Constitutional Protections. Another
broad theme in land use regulation is the tension between regulatory methods
and constitutional protections. The recent United States Supreme Court cases on
takings underscore the escalating conflict between constitutional restrictions and
government's ability to effectively regulate land use and the development process.
The trend is clearly toward more constitutional protection; increasingly, developers
IU'e going to court and finding an attentive judiciary. At the same time, First Amend
ment rights, put at risk by actions such as municipal attempts to preserve historical
church structures and to regulate adult businesses, are increasingly being litigated

in the land use context.
The EWe of Third-Pariy Rights. Third parties such as citizen and en~ironmental

groups are key players in the development process. The range of interests repre
Knted by third parties varies widely. These parties include neighborhood residents,
buliness associations, advocates for affordable housing, civil rights activists, con
IttUction trade unions. civic groups promoting democracy, environmental groups,
IIDd so-called conservative public interest organizations seeking to preserve property

rights.
When you read the materials in the casebook, yOIl will see how the actions of

theJe groups affect the development process, both directly through participation in
a particular decision and indirectly through political activity. What is debatable is
whether such participation is useful and should be encouraged, or is counterpro
ductive and contributes only to economic inefficiency and delay. The materials in
this casebook will put you in a position to make judgments about issues associated
with this type of third-party participation.

'l'he Cost ofGrowth. As municipalities throughout the United States are now well
aware, there is no "free lunch" associated with growth. Municipalities now strive to
ensure that the costs of new developments are covered by tax-financed public or
private sources, such as exactions imposed on the developer or assessments imposed
upon the ultimate homeowner. It is also possible to analyze potential environmental
effects caused by new developmt'nt and to desiWl measures to mitigate those effects.
A well-accepted principle of growth management emphasizes the concept that the
infnuItructure to support new development-roads, schools, water, sewer services,
and so forth-must be "concurrently available" with that new development. In
other words, it is inappropriate to "build now" and let lagging infrastrtlcture
catch up later.

Sprawl, however, imposes other opportunity costs, which may impede this goal
ofconcurrency. For example, the approval of a particular type of development may
constitute a "lost opportunity" to develop convenient public transit. The density of
the project may be too low, or the design of the project too spread out, to locate
lnlnsit conveniently to the development. Additionally, sprawl may also mean that
new suburban employment centers are inaccessible for those individuals who live in
the central city and who are most in need of access to employment.

As you consider the land use regulatory system, you must decide whether it
adequately addresses the costs that such development imposes.

&gultuion and Social Equity. Most land use observers would agree that the
poor and minority groups are the losers in the land use regulatory process. Their
economic plight often leaves them confined to the declining central city, without
aceus to economic opportunities available in the wider region. In some insLances.
the land use regulatory system operates to exclude such groups from needed
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housing - so-called exclusionary zoning. In other instances, poor residents find
that they are exposed to greater risks from facilities that have externalities associated
with them, such as landfil1s and hazardous waste disposal operations. This perceived
unfair allocation of risk has given rise to the so-called environmental justice move
ment discussed in this book.

The Frit:tion &twtlnl Urbanization and Environmentalism. The most fundamental
part of the debate over contemporary land use regulation is whether to maintain
and extend the pattern of suburban development so prevalent over the last quarter
century-often termed "sprawl"-or to pursue a more compact development
pattern. Such a pattern, for example, might emphasize the planning of villages
located near transit stations. It likely would emphasize so-called sustainable devel
opment, a concept that includes such features as maximizing recycling of solid
wastes, using reclaimed water, and minimizing the use of toxic chemicals such as
pesticides. Many of its features are termed "smart growth" in the recent literature.

Whether the movemen t toward sustainable development will result in extensive
changes in how development occurs is a theme that recurs throughout the book,
and it is one that the student must carefully consider.

Regionalism and the Appropria~ Leuel oJ Guvernment Jur Land Use Regulation. For
some time, it has been apparent that the traditional model of land use regulation at
the local level may no longer be appropriate in many circumstances. Problems are
often insoluble at the neighborhood or municipal level; they require regional solu
tions. Another difficulty arises from the fact that cities compete for tax-generating
development, such as large shopping malls, while seeking to exclude other uses,
such as low and moderate income housing, that generate insufficient taxes to fund
needed services and facilities. Moreover, as our concern over environmental pro
tection has grown, environmentalists have increasingly argued that the current
institutional aITIlI1gement for land use control, which is premised on local govern
mentjurisdictional lines, is inadequate to respond to the larger effects of deveiofT
ment on ecosystems. In response, defenders of the status quo emphasize that the
government closest to the people works best, and that moving the locus of land use
authority away from local government would be undemocratic and would lead to
ineffective bureaucracy at the state or regional level.

As you read the cases and other materials in this book, you must evaluate the
pros and cons of situating land use regulatory authority primarily at the local level.

Regulation, Ikregulation, and Economic Efficiency. An understanding of the land
use regulatory process cannot be achieved without an appreciation for economics.
Regulations can greatly affect the desirability ofsites by either increasing or decreas
ing the costs associated with development.

For example, "over-zoning" -the practice of zoning many more acres in a
community for a single use, perhaps industrial, than is needed-may tend to
reduce the price of such land and increase the community's attractiveness to
industrial development. Alternatively, regulations that increase the size of home
sites, reduce density by placing fewer homes on larger tracts, or increase the devel
oper's obligation to fund infrastructure and mitigate environmental impacts, may
tend to increase the cost of housing. The law of supply and demand is operative.

Law reform of the existing land use system must balance the need for affordable
housing and for reasonable land prices that will attract deVelopers against the need
to ensure a high quality of life through the provision ofadequate infrastructure and
sufficient environmental safeguards. The tradeoff is inevitable-and difficult.

The Future: Evaluation and ReJurm. Ultimately, the land use regulato'1' process
must be evaluated for its ability to achieve the societal objectives assigned to it.
A realistic appraisal of the current law reveals that a majority of citizens in a
given local jurisdiction may not favor many of the objectives that land use laws
are designed to serve, such as ensuring adequate housing, assuring access to employ
ment for the poor, or siting unwanted facilities. Can the land use system overcome
the determined opposition of some individuals to these goals? Can it bring about
housing for the poor, protection of natural resources, assurance of adequate infra
structure, and the siting of unpopular land uses such as landfills, incinerdtors,
prisons, energy facilities, and homes for the disabled? If not, how can the system
be refomled to achieve these goals?

These are the weighty questions that you must ponder as you encounter the

materials ahead.
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